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Abstract

Cosmological dark energy is a natural source of variation of the fine structure constant. Using a model-independent
we show that once general assumptions about the alpha-varying interactions are made, astronomical probes of its
constrain the dark-energy equation of state today to satisfy−1<wf <−0.96 at 3-sigma and significantly disfavour late-tim
changes in the equation of state. We show how dark-energy-induced spatial perturbations of alpha are linked to violati
equivalence principle and are thus negligible at low-redshift, in stark contrast to the BSBM theories. This provides a
of dark energy as the source of alpha variation.
 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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The universe appears to be accelerating in resp
to a dark energy whose identity remains a myst
We show how the current astronomical data suppor
a 5σ detection of time variation in the fine-structu
‘constant’,α = e2/h̄c, at redshifts 0.2< z < 3.7 [1,2]
can provide direct evidence distinguishing a dyna
cal dark energy from a cosmological constant, wh
is very challenging for standard cosmological tes
e.g. [3]. Unlike cosmological tests which depend
the integrated properties of the dark energy, meas
ment of∆α(z)/α ≡ (α(z)− α(0))/α(0) would allow
us to map the dark energy as a function ofz, see also
Refs. [4–6].

Mapping the dark energy We will consider a vari-
ation of α generated by a non-trivial gauge kine
function (GKF),ZF (φ), leading to an electromagnet

E-mail address: david.parkinson@port.ac.uk (D. Parkinson)
0370-2693/$ – see front matter 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved
doi:10.1016/j.physletb.2003.10.081
Lagrangian−(1/4)ZF (φ)FµνFµν , whereφ is some
scalar field andFµν the usual Maxwell tensor. (We ex
pectZF �= 1 in string theory through the coupling
the dilaton [7] or through non-renormalisable intera
tions in supergravity [8].) In this caseα(z)∝ ZF (φ)

−1

so if we knowZF and∆α(z)/α precisely we can de
duceφ(z).

Is it natural forφ to be the dark energy? The in
teractionZF (φ)F 2 is not renormalisable in 4d an
henceZF = ZF (φ/M) whereM is the mass scale a
which the effective theory description (usually sup
gravity) breaks down. If we assumeM is the Planck
mass,Mpl ∼ 1019 GeV, only very large expectatio
values ofφ will lead to measurable effects. This
what happens in many dark-energy models that
ically require large field values,φ/Mpl = O(1) to-
day to satisfy the slow-roll condition,M2

plVφφ < V,

on the potentialV (φ) needed for an accelerating un
verse. We will show, using a model-independent
proach, how one can constrain the dark-energy’s e
.
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tion of state. Note that such models for varyingα differ
from those of Bekenstein–Sandvik–Barrow–Mague
(BSBM) [9] in which α-variations are driven by cou
pling to the charged non-relativistic matter alone a
so the associated scalar field cannot be the dark en

We can also consider spatial variation ofα [2,10].
Dark energy should cluster on scales larger t
its Compton wavelengthλc ∝ V

−1/2
φφ , which exceeds

100 Mpc in standard quintessence models [11],
though in more exotic models this need not be t
[12]. A map of thespatial variation of α can poten-
tially probe both the power spectrum and Comp
wavelength of fluctuations in the dark energy. Co
sider the spatial fluctuationδα ≡ α(xµ) − ᾱ. Quan-
tities with an overbar are evaluated in the backgro
cosmology at the same event. To first order inδφ we
have

(1)
δα(x, t)

α
= (

∂φ lnα|φ̄
)
δφ.

Evaluated today, this is directly related to weak equ
alence principle (WEP) constraints [13] on varyin
α theories which, assuming largeλc so that we may
use the background solution forφ even in the non-
linear regime,1 imply δα/α|0 � 10−5δφ/Mpl, today.
Since we expectδφ 	 Mpl, spatial fluctuations ofα
should be negligible at lowz if dark energy (or any
light scalar field) is the source for the time-variati
of α. This is in agreement with current data [2]. B
at highz the spatial fluctuations ofα could be signifi-
cant. Eq. (1) implies that the power spectrum ofα fluc-
tuations,Pδα(k) ≡ k3/(2π2)|δαk|2 is anti-correlated
with the spectrum of dark-energy fluctuations,Pδφ(k).
Their ratio, which we call theα-bias bα , will in gen-
eral be time-dependent with potentially interesting i
plications for the CMB [16].

ZF degeneracy Our discussion has been predica
on the (unreasonable) assumption that we know
function ZF . A standard approach [5] is to assum
slow roll for φ in some potentialV (φ) and expand
ZF aroundφ0, the value ofφ today (see, for example
Ref. [6]). The leading term gives∆α(z)/α ∝∆φ/Mpl.
However, this is overly restrictive sinceZF may not

1 By contrast, in BSBM varying-α theories spatial variation in
α is strong because it is driven by gradients in electromagnetica
charged matter, removing the power of local constraints [14].
.

Fig. 1. Degeneracies: (a)∆α(z)/α for the same dark-energy mod
with two different choices ofZF . Note thatZF = λsinφ allows
both positive and negative values of∆α(z)/α. (b) Thezt − φ0/M

degeneracy in fitting the∆α(z)/α data. Both models have almo
the sameχ2 value. The WEP data breaks this degeneracy.

be analytic inφ, the dark energy may not derive fro
a slowly-rolling scalar field [15], orZF may change
very rapidly with φ, e.g.,ZF ∝ eφ so even ifφ ∼
ln(t), ∆α(z)/α would exhibit power-law variation
with redshift. Hence there is a perfect degener
betweenZF and the dark-energy dynamics, sho
in Fig. 1(a) by plotting∆α(z)/α for the same dark-
energy model with two very different GKFs:ZF (φ)=
λφ andλsin(φ). If the resulting curves were assum
to arise from the same GKF, they would have be
interpreted as coming from two completely differe
dark-energy models.

To further illustrate this degeneracy, consider
left branch of the Oklo analysis of the neutron ca
ture resonance [19] which suggests∆α/α = (0.88±
0.07)× 10−7. This corresponds to a largerα at z =
0.13, in contrast to the Webb et al. data which stron
suggestsα was smaller atz > 0.5 with ∆α/α =
−(0.543± 0.116)× 10−5, [2].

It has been claimed that this is inconsistent w
a slowly-rolling quintessence origin; true ifZF is
monotonic inφ. However, a GKF such asZF (φ) =
λsin(φ) can give both positive and negative∆α(z)/α
and match the apparently inconsistent data with mo
tonic φ(z), as shown in Fig. 1(a). In fact, given an
data∆α(z)/α and any smoothφ(z)we can reconstruc
a corresponding GKF which willexactly fit the data
by defining the GKF to beZF (φ(z)) = α∗/α(z) − 1
whereα∗  (1+ZF (φ0))/137 normalisesα(z).

Dark energy can induce variation ofα in other
ways. We can choose a tensor,g

µν
EM, to raise and lowe

indices onFµν that differs from the spacetime metr
gµν used to form the Ricci scalarR [17]. A simple
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example is

(2)g
µν
EM = gµν + (∇φ)n

M2n+2∇µφ∇νφ,

where∇µ is the covariant derivative w.r.t.gµν . This
yields ZF = ZF (|∇µφ|/M2), so ∆α/α ∼ (H/M).
If M = Mpl such interactions are negligible toda
but if M ∼ 10−3 eV, the models can easily fit th
data atz � 3.5; however, ifφ is a tracker field then
φ̇ → ∞ as z → ∞. If ZF (φ) ∝ 1 + (φ̇/M2)n for
any n, then |ZF (∞)| → ∞ and α(z) → 0 rapidly.
In fact, we have found that models of this for
that match the data atz < 3 but strongly violate
the nucleosynthesis constraint|(∆α/α)(1010)| < 0.1
[18]. This can be avoided by choosing a GKF w
ZF (φ̇ → ∞) = constant, or a model with bounde
|φ̇|, as in condensation models of dark energy [12],
this goes beyond the scope of the Letter.2 This shows
the importance of theoretical input into choosingZF
and the need for general parametrisations ofZF .
Below we investigate to what extent we can exp
to distinguish between differentZF and different dark
energy equations of state.

Consistency Before we discuss mapping of the da
energy we address in more detail the suggestion
the literature (e.g. [4,20]) that it is difficult, or even im
possible, for a slowly-rolling scalar field to match bo
null geonuclear data [19,25] atz < 0.5 and the quasa
data atz > 0.5 in ZF theories (it is easier in BSBM
theories because there is strong spatial variation [1
To quantify the extent to which dark energy can ma
the data we use model-independent approach [12
23] which usesw(z) ≡ pφ/ρφ instead of choosing
particular potential. An expedient choice is

(4)w(z)=wf

[
1+ exp

(
z− zt

∆

)]−1

,

so thatw(z → ∞)= 0; wf is constant;zt is the red-
shift at which a transition to dark-energy dominati

2 Another example, the 1-loop QED Lagrangian in curv
spacetime, [24] yields a GKF of the form

(3)ZF = 1+ aR2 + bRµνR
µν + cRµνγ δR

µνγ δ,

where a,b, c are constants andRµνγ δ is the Riemann tensor
However, these terms are Planck suppressed and are not exp
to be influential today.
d

Fig. 2. The individual best-fits for each value ofn. The difference
in ∆α/α between the models forz � 3 is less than 2× 10−6 and
yet Fig. 3 shows that the combined data strongly favourn= 3. This
reflects the highly non-Gaussian nature of theχ2 hypersurfaces.

occurs, while the constant∆ controls its width. This
form accurately describes most quintessence mo
and some exotic alternatives such as vacuum m
morphosis [15]. We fix∆ = zt /30 as in [12,21] so
w(0) = wf , and perform a likelihood analysis ov
the free dark-energy parameters(wf , zt ) and the pa-
rameters of the GKF. We have already seen that ifZF
is completely free one can matchany data withany
dark-energy dynamics. Therefore, we need theore
input or a general parametrisation of the GKF. In
spirit of the model-independent approach we cons
an expansion of the GKF in the form:

(5)ZF = 1− Γnϕ
n, Γn ≡ βn

(
φ0

M

)n

,

whereϕ(z)≡ φ(z)/φ0 andΓn > 0 are dimensionles
couplings. We limit ourselves ton � 4 for computa-
tional reasons and consider eachn separately. This
choice ofZF (φ) expands our set of parameters
(wf , zt ;β,φ0/M,n). The best-fits for eachn, varying
the remaining parameters, are shown in Fig. 2.

Our first ∆α(z)/α data set is {QSO}, the quasa
absorption data [1,2] providing the evidence for tim
variation of α. The second set of data is {QSO+
Oklo + Re}. {Oklo} is the null branch of the Oklo
data (|(∆α/α)(z = 0.13)| � 10−7) [19]; {Re} is from
the {Os/Re} ratio from radioactive decay187Re →
187Os in iron meteorites, [25] (|(∆α/α)(z = 0.44)|<
3 × 10−7) close to the lowest-redshift quasars. La
we add composition-dependent WEP constraints
the difference in the acceleration,a, of different
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bodiesA andB, η ≡ (∆a/a)AB � 10−12 [4,13] that
arises because of their different numbers of char
nucleons. Allowing for gauge coupling unificatio
η ∝ (d lnα/dφ)2 [7] (and note Eq. (1)) and thi
translates into the bound

(6)
nΓn

(1− Γn)

[
M

φ0

]
< 10−5 M

Mpl
,

today.
The best-fit reduced-χ2 for the three data sets a

4.7/8, 4.8/10 and 10.4/11, respectively. Adding th
WEP constraint clearly has the largest effect but
χ2 values show that general dark-energy models
compatible with the currentα(z) data.

Closing the circle Is it possible to gain informa
tion aboutZF (φ) and the dark energy simultan
ously? To answer this question we compute the
likelihoods for each one of the parameters in the
(wf , zt ;β,φ0/M,n) by marginalising over the re
maining parameters on a grid consisting of 2.3 mil-
lion points using the following precise expression
∆α(z)/α:

(7)
∆α(z)

α
= −Γn 1− ϕn(z)

1− Γnϕn(z)
.

Our results, are shown in Fig. 3.
In particular, a dimensionless couplingβ ∼ 10−3–

10−5 is preferred by all the data. The role ofn is inter-
esting. While for eachn it is possible to find sets of pa
rameters with nearly equalχ2, Fig. 2, the marginalised
likelihood for n is selective, Fig. 3. This reflects th
fact that the likelihood hypersurface is highly no
Gaussian, with a large number of nearly degene
minima. However the most likely values of our par
meters depend on the data set used, casting some
on the maturity of current data. Considering only t
{QSO} data set,n = 1 is preferred. However, whe
the low-redshift {Oklo/Re} and WEP constraints a
added thenn= 3 is significantly favoured, which is
promising sign for future determination of the GKF.
we consider only the {QSO+Oklo+Re} data, there is
an interesting degeneracy between dark-energy m
els with low (high)zt and high (low) values ofφ0/M.
This is illustrated in Fig. 1(b) by two good fits to th
data with parameter values(zt , φ0/M) = (5.0,10−2)

and(0.6,100.5), respectively.
t

Fig. 3. The marginalised 1d likelihoods forn,β,φ0/M andzt for
each of the three combinations of data sets. The curves represe
final likelihoods including all the data. Note how the data stron
favour n = 3 and how the WEP data selectsφ0/M  10−2 as the
most favoured value.

Fig. 4. The 1d likelihood for log(1 + wf ). The dashed line
corresponds to the quasar data, the dot-dashed line to
{quasar+ Oklo + Re/Os} data, and the solid line to all the da
(including the WEP violation constraint). The full data set giv
−1<wf <−0.96 at 3σ .

In order to map the dark energy we calcula
φ(z) = φ0 − ∫ z

0 φ̇(z) dz/(H(1 + z)) where φ̇2(z) =
(1 + w(z))ρφ and ρφ(z) = ρ0 exp(3

∫
(1 + w)dz/

(1 + z)) [12,21]. We setΩφ = 0.7 today. These
equations imply that aswf → −1 and∆α/α → 0 for
z < zt . Clearly, the tighter the null results on∆α at
low-redshift become, the closerwf is pushed to−1.
This can be clearly seen in the likelihood curve
wf in Fig. 4 when the {Oklo+ Re} and WEP data
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are added. The WEP constraint is particularly use
since it breaks the degeneracy betweenβ,φ0 andM
in Eq. (7) which only depends on the combinationΓn.
The constraint is weakest if we chooseM = Mpl, as
we do.

The complete set of data favour bothwf close to
−1 and zt > 2.5; see Figs. 4 and 3. {Oklo+ Re}
favoursφ̇(z < 0.45)= 0 and hencewf  −1. Adding
WEP restricts−1<wf <−0.96 at 3σ with wf = −1
significantly disfavoured, see Fig. 4. This is beca
wf = −1 would imply∆α(z)/α = 0 for z < zt , and
to match the quasar data would then requirezt < 0.5,
inconsistent with the likelihood curve forzt . Small
values ofzt values are disfavoured because, as sh
in Fig. 1, there is azt − (φ0/M) degeneracy in
matching the quasar data. Models with smallzt require
large values ofφ0/M, but largeφ0/M is disfavoured
by the {Oklo/Re} data (Fig. 3). Conversely, very sm
φ0/M are disfavoured (at constantΓn) by the WEP
data, Eq. (6).

For n = 1 (the standard dimension-5 case [4,
the constraint (6) yieldsβ1 < 10−5(M/Mpl), while
for n � 2 it is a joint constraint onΓn and φ0/M.
In the next decade the STEP [26], GG [27] a
MICROSCOPE [28] experiments promise sensitivit
up to η < 10−18 and hence a null detection wou
imply d lnα/dφ < 10−8 today, virtually ruling out
n = 1. To investigate potential future constraints
can impose this expected bound on our best-fits
eachn. The resulting reduced-χ2s all exceed 38/11
and would all be excluded by this future data.

In summary, by using a model-independent
proach to the dark energy, we have shown that the
rent constraints on∆α(z)/α can be well-matched b
dark-energy models. For a large family of varyingα
theories, we have shown how spatial fluctuations
α are correlated with fluctuations of the dark ene
but need to be negligibly small at low-redshifts d
to weak equivalence principle constraints, so prov
ing a clear test of the scenario. We have pointed
that the gauge kinetic function,ZF , responsible for the
variation ofα is completely degenerate with the da
energy dynamics so that any dynamical dark-ene
model can be made to fit the∆α(z)/α data. Neverthe
less, with a reasonable parametrisation ofZF the cur-
rent data already yield interesting constraints onZF .
When the WEP constraint is added the current eq
tion of state is forced to lie in the range−1< wf <
−0.96 at 3σ , the tightest constraints on the dark e
ergy yet found. This is unlikely to change much
one varies other cosmic parameters. Late-time cha
in w(z) at z < 2 andφ0/M > 10−1 are also strongly
disfavoured, in contrast to standard CMB/LSS res
[12,21], raising the possibility that a complete co
bined analysis will rule out most dark-energy mod
or even perhaps the paradigm of dark-energy-indu
variation ofα.

Although the GKF’s we have consider do not bre
the conformal invariance of the Maxwell equation
the dynamics ofφ will lead to the production o
particles, even in Minkowski spacetime. Hence n
trivial dynamics ofφ during inflation will thus allow
the creation of seed magnetic fields and would
an interesting way to link the early Universe
observations in the present epoch.
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